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Abstract: Mooc Hot in the world in recent years , and

established partnerships with some international prestigious

institutions . Many universities in China have joined the Mooc

Course construction , Its advantages are clear, This has a huge

impact on the traditional education , , and distance education. ,

at the same time, it is a basic implementation institution of

distance education. Off-campus Learning by modern distance

education The Center also has a small impact .. face Mooc

Movement impact and impact , the requires a specific analysis of

the actual situation to study countermeasures , This text takes

SWOT parsing , Parse far Process Education Off-campus Learning

Center development Mooc
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Modern Distance education is currently a more mature form

of education , Enter over the network to pass and learn the

knowledge of the line . Many GAO schools have established

network distance education , provide Excellent resources for our

university , for national learners , in order to complete a large

national Learning task , an Off-campus Learning Center is set up

in various local organizations , to Line Uniform requirements ,

Recruiting Admissions , Promotion , Student Management ,

Exam Work . as alink to both, External Learning Center plays an

important role in distance education with . Learning Center

distance education as a basic important facility , to modern The

implementation of distance education and its goals plays a

critical role .

Mooc Fast Development in the world , highlights the

advantages of , with the network network prosperity and

popularity ,Mooc better for community education for more help .

so far ,Mooc Lectures are mostly focused on Gao education , So

more people will enjoy the education of different Gao and other

institutions . from to Mooc Rapid spread, stimulating and

advancing the development of traditional education , at the

same time challenges to educational change . because Mooc is

web-based platform work , It has a tremendous impact and



impact on modern distance education . Home and abroad Gao

School on its own demand , take different positions and

countermeasures one ]. China remote education institutions

MOOC great challenges , Modern distance education Outside

learning centers need to adapt to the development of the

Times .

1. Advantage Analysis

Mooc and the advantages of modern distance education ,

impact on student learning also are different . generally

improves the learning quality of an Off-campus learning center .

First , promote motivation and participation in outside

learning centers . Hyundai Distance Education Most of the

courses are for teachers individual or a team limited in running

colleges School course settings , or course settings with strong

regional characteristics . in which the most -The big problem is

that the study is not malleable enough , Resource Source

single , How students learn or how to learn is set up ,

participants ' participation and interactivity are not Gao ,,

largely affect students ' enthusiasm for learning 。

Mooc in the learning process , Its course learning resources are

basic , This part of the work To be completed by the designers



of the course , students inspire new in their learning process

Knowledge and new ideas are the core content of learning and

communication , New ideas presented by students the greatly

expands the scope of classroom knowledge . because A student

in the MOOC is in the region , country , culture , experience ,

Learning Resources , Learning Basics , Social Work and much

more There are significant differences , So can effectively

mention Gao learning enthusiasm and course activity

participation degree . Mooc course contents spread across the

Internet different level onstage , Mooc simply centralizes the

course content of different platforms , students in When You are

learning, you can choose the course you like. . because the

content of the course is mixed Gao , So the designers of the

course are not can only stay on the person , and should be

extended to the team . The collaboration of the team can be a ""

construct a learning content knowledge system within a course

and a course-related learning rong Knowledge system . Expand

the Learning content domain for learners , construct a blend

Learning Center with learning as the main " [2]."

Second , Refine the evaluation system , Gao Learning

quality . How to evaluate a course for the Mooc is primarily a

formative evaluation and a summative review .. only for



formative evaluation , Mooc participation in student learning ,

Learning Attitude , Learning status , the conclusions and

learning outcomes of the learning process are evaluated price .

a wide variety of evaluation rules , for trainees throughout the

learning process of the Learning for a three-dimensional

display . This nuanced reviewevaluation system , If you rely

solely on institutions such as Gao, it is difficult to implement

the , only through the remote education outside the Learning

Center management system can be perfected to implement . I

think you can implement the following two areas : (1) Check in

combination with real Inter work , add value for evaluation . A

lot of the assessment is simply to stay in the evaluation of

current knowledge content , ignores the application value of

knowledge content , The significantly reduces the value of the

evaluation by . If you can combine the actual work of the

student on the practice of the trainees , not only improves the

evaluation of the meaning of the semantics , also Gao the value

of knowledge itself ;(2) rating Check , performs its duties .

① Introduction to authors : Zhaobo (1987, 4 one ), men , Han ,

Gansu Silver man , graduate student , Teaching assistant ,



Research direction for modern distance education ,Information

Technology Professional English .

Li Xiaoxuan (1989,10-), men , Han , Gansu Dingxi People ,

Undergraduate , Teaching assistant , Research Direction for

English-Chinese translation , Modern Educational technology

English .

To face a wide variety of checks , Hierarchy Confusion , The

workload of the evaluation staff is large , Easy to Now going

through the motions , need to be rated for evaluation .

evaluation of Various indicator systems outside of professional

knowledge in the procedure from outside school distance

education The management of the Yukon Learning Center

evaluates the review ,While expertise and summary results are

evaluated by the GAO School teacher responsible for the course

[2] .

2. Disadvantage Analysis

Mooc The development time is not very long , has its own

disadvantages End , For example student's retreat rate

comparison Gao , own sustainable development model does

not have specifically issues such as . bring Mooc to distance

education also save at disadvantage .



Mooc The massive digital resources of provide a great help for

people to learn , The But not effectively managed also has a

problem with people . first , teachers or The team has a long

time to prepare for the session , Not enough incentives for

teachers , Maximum The hurts The teacher's enthusiasm .

Course once implemented , lecturer weekly need input 8~10 h

Course Maintenance , Most lecturers and Tas will be from Mooc

Course learner's information flooded [3]. second , due to large

data amount , Create a heavy workload for learning Center

management teachers . last , student the data for forum , , and

so on teacher interaction is too large . students will be

inundated with negative letters in the forum flood ( Only the

course's Introduction to Forums typically have thousands of

posts , and Some posts exist " bad Behavior " " " or "" Gao

People"" say ed thread ) [3] .

3. Opportunity Analysis

Mooc Development in modern distance education for its

Off-campus Learning center The learning also created some

opportunities for . I think if you develop in distance education

Mooc Be able to promote students from academic education to

lifelong learning , Implement people learn Effective Continuity .

Mooc join to make distance education lower costs , very more



than one person through a degree of education to clear their

own professional direction , After academic study is over , and

then throughMooc continue to learn ; student Education

period , teachers are still

( Connect 152 page )

has a good promotion , So teachers should pay more attention

to swimming teaching . in traditional teaching methods , In the

course of teaching, teachers rarely Observe the mood changes

of the students , Teacher's explanations and students ' blindly

accepting The becomes the main teaching content and teaching

form in the classroom . Teachers in the basic skills teaching

Process , due to fewer demonstrations , student Practice less

likely , because of the This will create a sense of hierarchy ,

students are difficult to master well , This is further increased

Strong students ' fear of launching . Therefore, in the teaching

process , teachers should first First adjust the mood of the

student , and then decompose the relevant techniques to and

demonstrations and enforcing student practice , To give

students a reason for action solution , instead of blindly

imitating . Total , incorporating mood in the teaching process

section , helps students be the subject of teaching , Promote



student mood adjustment , enforce skill control , and really

appreciate the positive meaning of the swimming process

semantic .

4. Epilogue

is visible through analysis of the article , The mood

adjustment method for swimming teaching has 10 Important

meaning , not only help students overcome their inner fears ,

also helps

can tutor it , student interaction during learning can still be

guaranteed with,, Resources for the duration of the study can

still be enjoyed , Learning Style Peace console also not change .

changes only the depth of the student's learning . so that

students do not give up their further studies at the , Achieving

effective learning sustainability .

5. Threat Analysis

Mooc Large-scale open Network course , The World's top

universities participate in its ,, Its course quality in some ways

far beyond the modern distance education Setup course . I think

Mooc long penetration ,may negatively impact remote education

Click , The course designer for modern distance education ,

implementation of Primary Learning center will be converted to



service worker Mooc . Long term past may be subject to the

state outside or domestic super top institutions , and lose the

ability to create it .

Summary , Mooc The development of the modern distance

education outside the Learning Center organic With advantages

and challenges , If you can complement each other , such as

using remote education Management and enrollment of

academic studies , Lower Mooc The 綴 rate of, and so on ,

achieve win-win , to effectively mention Gao Learners ' learning ,

implementation Mooc and remote education for sustainable

development , Trust distance education outside Learning Center

will meet a better tomorrow .
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